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1.

Abstract

Project Smart Classroom is a suite of 4 modules to make the classroom experience more
automated and convenient, namely automating lights and fans management through motion
sensors and classroom portal to reduce power wastage, automated door locking/unlocking via
classroom portal, detection of Bluetooth ids of students mobile device automatically to record
attendance, and query of database to generate attendance report by each subject for each student.

Through the implementation of the project, we had to learn and research on many subjects that
were new to us. These include Raspberry Pi and Arduino board configurations and packages
installation, as well as new programming platforms such as Flask, SQLite, Javascript, and more
advanced coding in Python and HTML.
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2.

Introduction

a.

Rationale

We noticed that students in HCI often forget to switch off lights and fans when leaving their
classrooms, and also forget the class door password resulting in them being unable to enter the
classroom. They also sometimes forget to bring or tap their EZ-link card for attendance for
those whose parents send them to school. Leaving the lights and fans on results in unnecessary
energy wastage causing expensive electricity bills for the school. Unnecessary Demerit Points
are also given to students who forget to tap their cards, which is a problem that can be avoided.
Hence, we decided to embark on a project which serves to have more automation in our daily
lives and also cut costs for the school.

b.

Background of Smart Classrooms

The phrase "smart classroom" had been used since 1995 in San Diego State University when
they built the first smart classroom to enhance learning in big classrooms by integrating
technologies, like clickers, Sympodiums, multi-channel audio systems, etc. In the following
years, researchers investigated various technologies, like multimedia communications
supporting platforms, Ambient intelligence, Internet of things, etc. to make classrooms smart.
The usage of smart classrooms have since become popular.
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c.

Literature Review

Common classrooms have switches at the front of the classroom which must be manually
operated to turn on and off lights and fans. Doors in classrooms often have mechanical
password locks, which are very troublesome as one must manually press the tiny buttons on the
keypad. Furthermore, the doorknob and the door handle has to be turned at the same time which
is extremely inconvenient if both hands are occupied. Besides that, we noticed that most
projects on automation in classrooms require high costs and are difficult to implement. These
projects often involved complex AI-driven teaching technologies which improve the quality of
teaching and learning within classrooms. However, few projects focus on electrical devices and
automation in classrooms, things that directly affect all users regardless of their learning
abilities. Hence, we decided to focus our project on daily automation in the classrooms and also
in other aspects like attendance taking and a platform targeted at students and staff to better
control electrical devices in the classroom.

d.

Objectives of our project
● Audience: HCI students and staff. The project scope is limited to within HCI
High School Classrooms
● Method: Digitise physical control of electrical devices, making them accessible through
the ubiquitous mobile phones
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● Outcome: With a smart classroom setting in HCI, there will be automatic control of
lights and fans to reduce electrical wastage and remote control of all electrical devices to
increase convenience for students
● Product: A suite of smart classroom services that supports electrical devices
control and presence tracking for automated attendance taking. This includes:
○ Electrical Device Control (lights and fans)
○ Electrical door locking and unlocking
○ Automatic attendance taking
○ Smart classroom portal
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3.

Methodology

a.

Project timeline
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b.

Purchase of equipment

Our smart classroom project requires the use of:
1. 1 x Raspberry Pi board
2. 1 x Arduino UNO board
3. 1 x breadboard
4. 1 x AC / DC fan
5. 2 x LED Lights
6. 1 x PIR motion sensor module
7. 1 x servo module
8. 1 x 9v battery connector
9. 1 x Relay switches
10. GPIO jumper cables
11. Resistors
12. Breadboard Push Button

Our main rationale for using Raspberry Pi and Arduino was that it offered a relatively new form
of computing made popular in recent years, and also never explored in HCI Projects. We also
chose it for its low cost, versatility, ease of integration with other electronic devices and
powerful programming capabilities. Raspberry Pi has also allowed countless applications such
as home automation and other projects to be produced. Hence, we decided to explore using it in
a classroom setting.
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c.

Software used in Smart Classroom Project

Besides the equipment, we also needed softwares to achieve our intended outcome, we did a fair
bit of initial research and decided on the usage of the following software:
1. SQLite
2. Flask Framework
3. CSS Stylesheets
4. Thonny Python IDE (on Raspberry Pi)

+
d.

Work distribution and integration of project
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Electrical control of lights and fans

Tristan

Electrical door locking and unlocking

Hou De

Automated attendance taking using
Bluetooth

Jayce

Smart Classroom Web Portal

Jayce and Gabriel

Each of us individually did coding for our own module by ourselves. We eventually combined
all our codes into Jayce's Raspberry Pi for final integration.

e.

Problems encountered

A project is never finished without problems. In our long journey of completing the project, we
encountered numerous problems that whilst impeded our progress, also made us learn and be
more resilient in solving problems.

i.

Problem 1
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As the smart classroom portal access will primarily be via the mobile browser, there was a need
for the html pages to support both desktop and mobile view as pointed out by one of the judges
during the mid term evaluation presentation.

As our team members are not experienced HTML developers, we researched and chanced upon
CSS style-sheets templates that supported both desktop and mobile. We decided to adapt the
open sourced admin template from templatemo.
Even then it still took some effort to figured out the various CSS tags to arrive on the final
design required for our portal taking into consideration both desktop and mobile needs.

ii.

Problem 2

Given that the setup allows control inputs from both the physical button on the breadboard and
sensor to on/off the lights and fan, there was a need to ensure that the on/off status on the smart
classroom portal reflects the same state as the actual LED lights and fan motor. To do so, we
incorporated the html meta refresh tag <meta http-equiv="refresh" content="5" > to auto refresh
the page to re-execute the python code displaying the page. We had to figure out the appropriate
time-lapse to set for the switch.py, portal.py, and sensor.py programs to ensure that each code
logic does not interfere with the actions performed when triggered from the physical button,
sensor, and web buttons by the users. We eventually settled with 0.2 seconds, 5 seconds and 15
seconds respectively to ensure that the actions performed remains visible.

iii.

Problem 3

Using a mobile browser where the portal is formatted vertically for ease of usability, reloading
of web page after clicking the on/off buttons ends up at the top of the page. User needed to
scroll down to the device control section or click on the href link at the top of the page.
Researched on html and incorporated anchor in conjunction with the meta refresh html tags to
position the page at the same location when the user clicked on the on/off buttons or upon page
refresh.
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iv.

Problem 4

For the Bluetooth attendance taking to be better than the current method of tapping in for
attendance taking, no additional action should be necessary other than leaving Bluetooth
enabled on the student's mobile phone. Initially used
bluetooth.lookup.name(device_addr) to check presence of devices. Tried to optimise by
using bluetooth.discover devices() so that there’s no need to perform lookup on
full list of devices, since not all devices may be present at time of discovery. Concluded that to
be able to detect the presence of Bluetooth devices, devices need to be in discovery mode,
otherwise bluetooth.discover devices() is unable to discover these devices. Had to
revert back to making bluetooth.lookup.name(device_addr) function to call for each
device to be scanned. Even then, discovered lookup results were inconsistent (i.e. unable to
correctly determine presence of an available Bluetooth device) when the lookup function calls
are made in sequence without any timeout in between each device lookup. Concluded 5 seconds
interval optimal in between each Bluetooth lookup scan to correctly detect available Bluetooth
devices after some trial and error.
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4.

Results/Products

a.

Electrical control of lights and fans

To simulate the control of lights and fan in a classroom, the raspberry pi is connected to 2 LEDs
and a DC driven motor simulating the lights and fans in a typical classroom respectively.
Control of the LED lights and fan is possible using the smart classroom portal enabled by the
portal.py program. Students accounts are created and tied to specific Raspberry Pi deployed for
each classroom. Students will need to login and successfully authenticate themselves via the
portal before they are presented with the homepage of the portal. A door lock/unlock button
along with on/off buttons for the lights and fan are available on the home page, which students
can used to remotely control the LEDs and fan. If a student at the back of the class feels
warm/cold, he can use his phone to switch on/off the fan instead of walking to the front of the
class to turn the switch. This will help to minimise disruptions during lessons. Similarly,
teachers and students can switch the lights off from his/her phone when the visualiser is
switched on to show videos during lessons. Also, since the web page shows the status of the
lights and fans, students and staff are able to check whether the lights and fans are off or on
even when they are not in the classroom.

Other than the portal.py program powering the smart classroom portal, we have also created a
separate sensor.py program that polls the portable sensor connected to the raspberry pi every 15
seconds to determine the presence or absence of motion activities within a classroom. The LED
lights and fan will automatically turn on/off accordingly. If the motion sensor detects motion in
the classroom but a mischievous student purposely switches off the lights and fans during
lessons, the lights and fans will automatically turn on again after a few seconds. This is because
the sensor.py program is running in the background polling the motion sensor and automatically
turning on/off the lights and fan based on the presence or absence of motion within the
classroom. To simulate physical switches controlling the electrical devices in a typical
classroom, a push switch was implemented on the breadboard in conjunction with a switch.py
program that us used to manually turn on/off the lights and fan.
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b.

Electrical door locking and unlocking

This feature is useful for students who forget their class door password, where they can use the
smart classroom portal to unlock / lock the classroom door. The portal.py program on the
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raspberry pi interface via serial communication with a C program on the Arduino board to
control a servo motor. The servo motor will rotate clockwise and anticlockwise to simulate the
turning of the door knob to lock / unlock a door. Students and teachers can now remotely
control the operation of the door using their phone.

c.

Attendance tracking using Bluetooth device

This feature allows the school to mark the attendance of students through the use of bluetooth
enabled on the mobile phone of individual students. Student details such as name and class,
along with his mobile phone's bluetooth ID are pre-registered and stored on a SQLite database
file installed on the raspberry pi. The btapp.py program on the raspberry pi will continuously
read the available bluetooth ID of mobile phones detected around it, and matched them against
the list of pre-registered students' mobile phone bluetooth IDs. The btapp.py program has been
programmed with the timetable details specific to the classroom which the device is supposed to
be deployed to. For the purpose of the project, this is assumed to be 2i3 classroom. The program
will log the attendance status for all 2i3 students for all 2i3 class periods. For each period, the
program will either log the student as punctual, absent or late (more than 10 minutes from start
of class).

d.

Smart Classroom web portal

The smart classroom portal was created using Flask Micro Web Framework and CSS
Stylesheets. The portal can only be accessed via school wifi network as the portal is enabled via
portal.py on the Raspberry Pi which is connected to the school network. When a user enters
his/her username and password at the login page, the Flask engine would query the SQLite
database to verify the user before executing the code and rendering the required html pages.
Other than the main home page, which shows the control buttons for the electrical devices, the
smart classroom portal also contains other pages like the attendance page which displays
student's individual attendance for every lesson. Certain functions such as the display of
students' attendance reports and management of users’ accounts are only available to the
administrators. The students on the other hand has a view of their individual attendance while
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form teachers would have a view of the attendance of their students. The use of Flask web
framework avoided the need to install Apache web server, hence reducing resource utilisation
on Raspberry Pi.
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5.

Discussions

In conclusion, though this project was not implemented in a real life classroom, but it managed
to make us pick up new skills and learn new softwares we never encountered before. This
project really was an eye-opener for us, teaching us many new things and bonding us together.
Overall, we believe that our suite of Project Smart Classroom services will be really useful to
schools if implemented. It would actually be relatively easy for us to set up this project in a
real-life classroom, of course with the help of electricians due to the danger of being exposed to
live wires. We believe that the low cost of the setup would also help with school bills for
electricity usage.
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6.

Limitations

Due to time constraints the team was not able to complete all the features which we had
originally intended to do so. Some of these limitations are listed below:
1. Did not integrate the raspberry pi and Arduino boards with actual classroom lights, fans
and doors. We have no knowledge with electrical power and wiring of live devices
which could be dangerous, so we eventually chose to simulate the lighting, fan and door
control using LEDs, a small DC motor fan and a stepper motor.
2. No logging of on/off time for lights and fan, as such unable to track and compute
potential savings in power usage.
3. Current http post and response are in clear. This is not secure as the data can be modified
or read by anyone on the same network.
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7.

Further work

Other groups who wish to continue and advance this project may consider:
1. Integrate raspberry pi and arduino boards with actual electrical lighting and fans within
the classroom
2. Implement logging of on/off event to database so that power savings can be computed
and information made available to encourage greater green behaviour.
3. Implement https session control to improve the security of the smart classroom portal.
4. Implement a central database on a server to store all data instead of separate SQLite

database file locally on each raspberry pi. Flash memory used by the raspberry pi is
apparently not good for multiple read and write transactions performed on the SQLite
database. Possibility of corrupted flash memory based on some information online.
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